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What's killing the US real estate market? - lis2r ====== jswinghammer If the US real estate market is killing the US real estate market, then fairly obviously it isn't the fault of the people living in these houses. ~~~ jsight I don't understand your reasoning? Doesn't seem logical to blame

the people living in a house for doing something that is affecting the wealth of the person who bought the house? ~~~ anamax > If the US real estate market is killing the US real estate market, then > fairly obviously it isn't the fault of the people living in these houses. I said this in
another thread: > "Nothing kills value like houses where the occupants are without cash > flowing in - i.e., many houses in many markets." I.e., yes, it's the fault of the people living in the houses. ~~~ rman666 Living in a non-cash flowing house is the same as having no cash flow in your

savings account. You should get the picture. ~~~ anamax > Living in a non-cash flowing house is the same as having no cash flow in > your savings account. Maybe so. But the point of my post was that the solvency of the owner is a function of his/her cash flow, which depends on the
house. Share Tips GENERAL INFO The Blue Ridge Mountains are a chain of eight distinct mountain ranges in the southeastern United States. They were named for their striking jagged peaks and bold color, which ranges from light blue to dark blue. The highest mountains are found in North

Carolina and may be the highest in the United States. These mountain ranges host one of the nation’s most diverse natural ecosystems, which is due largely to the steep, rocky terrain and sparse precipitation. The Blue Ridge Mountains c6a93da74d
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